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Abstract: The relevance of the problem is justified and the review of existing methods for determining
the overhead line sag by the period of the conductor owned oscillations is conducted. The method of
controlling the sag by the period of its own oscillations is briefly presented. The experimental installa-
tion for conducting full-scale tests is described, which includes the conductor (64 m), rigid fasteners at
the points of conductor suspension, accelerometer, and temperature sensor mounted on the conductor,
data from which are processed and recorded by the specialized software. The measurement method
is explained with a detailed description. The conductor oscillations spectral analysis is performed.
The results of experimental main harmonic frequency measurements, conductor, and changes in the
sag are presented. A comparative results analysis showed the efficiency of the proposed method. The
described method for determining the sag is easy to use (it is enough to install an accelerometer on
the conductor and process data from it) and can be recommended for monitoring the condition of
overhead power lines. The correlation of changes in the conductor oscillations spectral harmonics
amplitude with temperature was studied. It is found that the correlation coefficient initially increases
with the growth of the harmonics number. It is maximal for the ninth harmonic R = −0.9, and
then slowly weakens, remaining between 0.9 and 0.8. This property of high-frequency harmonic
oscillations can be used in the high-voltage lines condition diagnosis.

Keywords: overhead line sag; conductor owned oscillations; main harmonic frequency; conductor
temperature; conductor oscillations spectral harmonics amplitude; high-voltage lines

1. Introduction

Electrical energy is transferred from power plants or substations to the consumer
via power lines (mainly overhead power lines), which are part of electrical systems. An
overhead power line is a device for transmitting electrical energy through conductors
located in the open air and secured with insulators and linear fittings to the supports. The
length of overhead power lines in the Russian Federation is over 2.8 million km. The
power grid is rapidly becoming obsolete. The level of equipment wear reaches 70% [1].
At the same time, due to the increase in electricity consumption and commissioning of
new sections of overhead power lines, the need for full-fledged monitoring to prevent
emergencies increases.

All elements of overhead power lines experience mechanical stress and can be dam-
aged if their mechanical strength limit is exceeded. Structural elements of overhead power
lines experience both horizontal (for example, mechanical stresses in a stretched conduc-
tor/cable) and vertical loads (for example, from their own weight). Conductors and cables
are elements of the overhead line on which changes in mechanical loads are observed to a
greater degree. This is due to changes in the tension of the conductor/cable depending on
temperature and formation of icy-rime deposits (IRD) on it [2], as well as fluctuations from
wind gusts.

A real-time direct local detection of ice accretion can be useful in a number of appli-
cations, and in particular for monitoring the transmission and distribution network. This
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is because the accretion of ice, snow, wet snow, frost, etc., and their mixtures can lead to
potential clearance violation, damage, and power outages due to important static and/or
dynamic mechanical overloads. The main mechanical stresses in the conductor/cable of the
overhead line are associated with its extension. With an increase in the tensile strength of
the conductor or rods (cores) of which it is made, its tension also increases. Exceeding the
tensile strength of an overhead power line element can lead to its damage in the following
ways: conductor/cable breakage, failure or breakdown of the insulator, interphase short
circuit due to conductor “dancing,” and others. Mechanical overload of a power line struc-
tural element can occur due to the appearance of icy-rime deposits (IRD), the development
of fatigue of the air power transmission line structural element, errors in the construction of
the line, as well as repair and restoration work. Among the listed reasons, the appearance
of IRD is accompanied by the most serious consequences. Therefore, in the future, this
problem will catch special attention.

According to the map of ice loads, the Republic of Tatarstan belongs mainly to the
second risk group (the normative ice wall thickness on a conductor/cable is at least 15 mm).
However, the Bugulminsky district, for example, belongs to the fourth, most dangerous
group (the normative ice wall thickness on the conductor/cable is at least 25 mm). Problems
with ice formation were also detected in Leninogorsk, Nurlat, and Almetyevsk regions.
The number of temperature transitions through 0 ◦C increased. This led to an increase in
the probability of ice formation, since icy-rime deposits on the conductors/cables of power
lines are formed when supercooled drops of rain, drizzle, or fog freeze at temperatures
0 ◦C and below [3].

During a relatively mild winter, with a sharp change in ambient temperature from
positive to negative, drops of water settle on the conductors/cables and an avalanche-like
process of formation of a thick ice crust begins. It reaches a thickness of several tens
of millimeters, which significantly increases the weight of conductors/cables. Deposits
of ice, rime, and wet snow pose a great danger to the normal operation of overhead
transmission lines (OTL). They can cause: (a) misalignment of conductors and cables and
their rapprochement with each other; (b) rapprochement of conductors and cables during
a jump due to non simultaneous discharge of ice; (c) intense galloping, causing short
circuits between conductors and between conductors and cables, burns of conductors and
cables, and in some cases damage to linear fittings and fixtures; (d) a significant overload of
conductors and cables and their breaks; (e) destruction of supports as a result of breakage
of conductors and cables during overloading from ice, when unbalanced loads on supports
from remaining whole conductors and cables significantly exceed the calculated loads, as
well as when ice is combined with strong wind; and (f) overlap of the linear insulation
of overhead lines during ice melting, due to a significant decrease in the ice discharge
characteristics of insulators as compared to moisture discharge characteristics, which
usually select the required level of linear insulation [2]. Thus, it is necessary to accurately
localize a site or defect that is problematic with ice, since it is often difficult to travel along
overhead lines (deep snowdrifts, natural barriers, marshy terrain, reliefs, etc.), and the time
of preventing/eliminating an emergency directly related to the losses incurred.

2. Overview of Existing Methods and Means of Determining Mechanical Loads on an
Overhead Power Line

Conductors and cables suspended to the supports of an overhead power line are
constantly exposed to a vertical load from their own weight, evenly distributed along
the length of the line. In addition, other loads can affect them: a vertical load from ice
and a horizontal load from wind. Therefore, the task of determining mechanical loads
on an overhead power line from a practical point of view is inextricably linked with the
determination of ice-wind loads.

Given the importance of power line monitoring, several devices and methods have
been proposed to date in order to measure the sag in the presence of snow, wet snow,
frost, etc., and any of their mixtures designated shortly hereinafter by ice accretion and/or
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atmospheric icing, with respect to a suspended span of cable of an overhead electrical
power line. Continuous online monitoring of electrical high-voltage overhead power lines
is essential to timely detect anomalous conditions which could lead to a power outage.
Measurement of power line spans between successive supports to determine whether the
sag (clearance resp.) is lower (higher resp.) than an acceptable maximum (minimum resp.)
value became a mandatory requirement in some countries, including Russian Federation.

Several devices and methods have been proposed to measure the sag and other
relevant parameters, either directly or indirectly related to sag. A number of different
methods that perform sag measurement are known [4].

The sag of power lines monitoring can be performed by using visual inspection
of overhead lines [5], models, weather models, measuring using image-processing and
detection of a target installed on the conductor, measuring using a conductor replica
attached to the tower to catch an assimilated conductor temperature without Joule effect,
measuring the surface temperature of the phase conductor, measuring conductor tension,
measuring using global positioning systems (GPS), measuring the angle of the conductor
at the pole or at a location along the span, and measuring vibrations of the conductor, etc.

However, the disadvantage of visual assessment of the type of deposit is the lim-
ited coverage of all problem areas of overhead lines, since the capabilities of field teams
are limited.

The technique of 3D modeling of overhead lines is associated with the restoration
of three-dimensional models of its elements, by which it is possible to determine all the
current geometric parameters of an overhead power transmission line (wire/cable sag and
span lengths) [6,7].

This technique can be implemented in two ways: photogrammetric and laser scanning
of overhead lines. As a platform for placing the equipment necessary for the implemen-
tation of this technique, unmanned aerial vehicles or small-sized manned aircraft are
used [8].

The advantages of constructing a 3D model of overhead lines are high accuracy in
determining the geometric parameters of power transmission line elements and their
relative position. This information can be used in calculations of mechanical loads at the
time of video recording or laser scanning.

The disadvantages of this technique for determining the mechanical loads on over-
head lines include: limitations in conducting a survey associated with adverse weather
conditions (high wind speed, poor visibility) and the lack of possibility of carrying out full
monitoring in real-time (in the conditions of the formation of IRDs on overhead lines, the
speed of making a decision to combat ice is of great importance), since it takes time not
only to obtain the necessary amount of data but also to process them.

The optical method of examination implies the use of video surveillance cameras
mounted on overhead lines to control icing [9].

Video cameras can act as independent units of inspection of overhead lines and as a
component of the camera system—an optical mark, which monitors the current geometric
parameters of overhead lines (wire sag, support tilt). This method is quite effective and
cheap, since the price of modern web cameras is only tens of dollars and the installation of
systems based on the optical principle is very simple.

However, this method also has disadvantages: in case of poor visibility, this technique
cannot be used; the video camera and the optical label must be protected from external
influences (icing on the optics, getting covered with snow).

The capacitive method of monitoring the state of overhead power lines works because
the permittivity of a space depends on what it is filled with [10].

The dielectric constant between two contacts in the presence of ice deposits between
them will be greater than without ice. Therefore, the capacity will also be larger. Mea-
surement of the capacitance of the sensor and its comparison with the calibrated value (in
the absence of ice deposits) allows one to determine the presence/absence of ice deposits
and/or their thickness [11].
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The main disadvantage of this type of device is that the ice layer is determined only
directly near the sensor, and there is no way to determine the thickness of the ice layer over
the entire span.

The thermodynamic method [11], does not control the size of the IRD sleeve on
wires/cables of overhead lines and not its weight, but determines the conditions for the
occurrence of IRD.

Ice, crystalline, and granular frost are formed as a result of desublimation of water
vapor into precipitation and freezing of super-cooled water. To determine the desubli-
mation point and dew point, it is necessary to know the temperature of the wire and the
environment as well as air humidity.

According to the authors. [12], the thermodynamic method makes it possible to
analytically determine not only the conditions for the occurrence of IRD on the wire, but also
the intensity of IRD formation and maximum possible mass of IRD for certain conditions.

With a large number of advantages, the thermodynamic method has also a number
of disadvantages, such as the workload of the method with mathematical calculations
(preliminary data on dew points and desublimation points for each specific territory are
required since weather conditions are different) and the need for significant hardware costs
for measuring and processing a large number of synoptic measurement parameters for
predicting the type of deposits.

The following systems based on stationary devices are used to monitor the state of
overhead lines: SAT-1 (USA) [13], DiLin (RF) [14], Astrose (Germany) [15], LINDSEY
(USA) [16], etc.

The SAT-1 system monitors weather conditions and mechanical loads at the points of
conductor suspension to the support. The system is quite simple, but due to the patented
analysis algorithms, it is possible to determine such OTL parameters as sag arrow, the
presence of IRD. The main disadvantage of this system is the use of strain gauges mounted
on the traverse of the supports, which complicates the installation of the SAT-1 system [13].

The operation of the DiLin system (RF) is based on the frequency method [17,18] for
controlling ice formation on overhead lines. Monitoring the presence of icy-rime deposits on
overhead line conductors is determined by the change in the speed of the electromagnetic
field wave along the power line conductor. The appearance of ice on the conductors is
equivalent to the appearance of a large number of short-circuited circuits covering the
linear conductor in the icing zone. With an increase in the icing zone of conductors and the
thickness of the ice layer, the influence of these “active-inductive” circuits also increases.
This, in turn, leads to an increase in the wave impedance of the overhead line. The active
component of the resistance of icy contours leads to an increase in the attenuation of the
amplitude of high-frequency signals moving along the line. The reactive resistance of the ice
contours slows down the speed of the electromagnetic field wave along the line conductors.
However, this method has several disadvantages a high error in the localization of defect
sites (up to kilometers) and an increased influence of connections to the overhead line and
environmental factors (the internal resistance of line changes, which affects the reflected
signals) [19].

The LINDSEY (USA) [16] and Astrose (Germany) [15] systems have proven themselves
as best for monitoring the state of overhead lines by indirect methods. They include a
tilt angle sensor, temperature sensor, and current sensor, which allow for determining the
mechanical loads and parameters of the overhead line [17]. LINDSEY and Astrose systems
are very informative and form a self-organizing conductor-less data network. However,
these systems have a number of drawbacks: the mathematical model does not allow
tracking of the icing process and does not take into account the hauling of the conductor
between adjacent spans or the change in the overhead line geometry, depending on the
conductor temperature [15].

Methods measuring sag using image processing and detection of a target installed
on the conductor [20–22] are sensitive to reduction of visibility induced by meteorological
conditions, and in particular, in case of ice fog and freezing fog.
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Thus, two methods are mainly used to calculate the mechanical loads of overhead
power lines: (1) direct determination (using Tensometric sensors) or indirect (inclinometer
methods, which are based on the inclination angle of the conductor); (2) improved incli-
nometer method for determining mechanical loads on an overhead power line. The most
promising method for determining mechanical loads on a conductor/cable is the inclinome-
ter method based on measuring the angle of inclination of various objects relative to the
gravitational field of the earth. As a verification method, a technique is being developed
to determine the mechanical loads on a conductor/cable depending on the angle of its
rotation around its axis. In this case, the monitoring device should be installed in close
proximity to the point of suspension of the conductor/cable to the string of insulators on
the anchor support (for example, 1 m from the point of suspension of the conductor/cable).
This is possible because when the conductor/cable is stretched, its rotation around its axis
is observed, which allows for obtaining additional information. This therefore improves
the existing inclinometer method for determining the tension of the conductor/cable from
its angle of inclination. The spiral shape that is attached to the conductor when twisting a
high-voltage conductor/cable is subsequently maintained due to residual strains obtained
by twisting. Stresses that occur in the conductor during twisting are mainly driven by
bending and torsion. If the stresses are within the elastic range, then the conductor will
restore its original direct shape after the termination of the impact from external forces.
In fact, when twisting a conductor/cable, its rods always get residual deformations [23].
Due to the presence of mechanical deformations during tension of the conductor/cable,
its rotation around its axis is observed, which allows obtaining additional information
about the behavior of the conductor/cable on the overhead power line. As such, consider
it not within a single span, but as a whole interconnected section with the redistribution of
mechanical loads between spans.

It is possible to use the third method. This method to be considered is the measurement
of the span swaying period together with temperature measurements. The third method
takes partly into account the influence of wind. When a span moves under the wind
pressure, free and enforced swings can be observed. However, we will consider only main
free swing of a conductor as a whole. We can make it because the main period can be
evaluated by modern mathematical methods from data collected during a sufficiently long
time of measurement.

There are some papers [24] considering the mathematical models of mechanical motion
of the conductor in span. The results of these papers confirm that the frequencies of
oscillations of a tightly stretched string made by analytical methods and by using digital
methods of calculations coincide with the errors of some percentages. The results of
experimental methods of measurement are also very close to the theoretical results.

Therefore, at present, the high-voltage power transmission lines state is under constant con-
trol. Various monitoring the condition of transmission lines methods are used [2–4,13,14,16,19,20].
Several systems and monitoring overhead power lines methods have been developed in
Kazan State Power Engineering University [19,23,25–28]. They can be divided into static
and dynamic methods. Static methods include the inclinometer method and the measur-
ing the conductor twisting angle method in the span [23,26]. Dynamic methods include
measuring the conductor oscillation period methods [27,29,30].

3. The Method of Measurement

The developed monitoring system is designed to track the transmission line condi-
tion [23]. Therefore, it has a rather complex structure and should monitor not only the
power transmission line’s technical characteristics, but also the environmental state. The
monitoring system includes a power supply unit, sensor unit, microprocessor control unit,
and communication unit. The sensor unit includes accelerometers measuring the conductor
inclination angle with respect to the ground and the conductor deviation angles with
respect to the vertical and horizontal planes, conductor, and environment temperature
sensors, as well as a humidity sensor.
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The development inclinometer method is the determining the sag method according to
the conductor oscillation period measurement in the span as a whole [27,31]. In this method,
the accelerometer is fixed near (0.7–1 m) the conductor attachment point. According to the
measurement of the conductor deviation amplitude from the vertical span plane, the first
harmonic is allocated, i.e., the method is actually a method of decomposing oscillations
into spectral components, but the higher (odd) harmonics are neglected as not affecting the
sag. The sag f is determined by the formula [27]:

f =
5gT2

16π2 = kT2,

where g is the acceleration constant, T is the period of oscillation. If the difference in the
conductor suspension points height in relation to the span length does not exceed 10%,
then its influence on the error of determining the sag value can be neglected [27,31]. The
advantage of the sag determining method by the conductor oscillation period as a physical
pendulum is that the main harmonic does not depend on such quantities as gravity, mass
and span length, and on conditions such as temperature and icing.

In this paper, the following task is set—to analyze what useful information is carried
by the high-frequency components of the conductor oscillations spectrum in the span and
how to use it to monitor the overhead line state.

Historically, the analysis of transverse conductor oscillations by representing it as a
rigid physical pendulum fixed and suspended at the two extreme span points has been
discussed for a long time [32,33]. Physical pendulum fluctuations at small angles are
usually discussed. For small oscillation angles, only harmonic oscillations at one funda-
mental frequency are considered. When increasing the deviation angle, the third and fifth
harmonics are considered [24].

At the same time, when analyzing oscillations, it is customary to distinguish between
oscillations with a small amplitude (the size of several conductor diameters) and galloping—
vertical oscillations with an amplitude of up to 5 m. The first affects the gradual conductor
destruction at the attachment points, and the second breaks and short circuits by clashing
the neighboring phase conductors. This means that the higher conductor oscillations
harmonics still play an important role in the overhead line operation. They need to be
considered in monitoring and diagnosing the overhead line condition.

Theory of Conductor Oscillations in a Span under the Influence of Wind

Consider the transverse oscillations of a string of length l, tightly stretched with a
gravitational force T0, H, which is affected by a force of g(x,t)/ρ. Here ρ is the density of
the string material mass, kg, per unit length, m, x—horizontal coordinate, t—time.

d2u
dt2 = a2 d2u

dx2 +
1
ρ

g(x, t), (1)

where
a2 =

T0

ρ
. (2)

This equation is called the string oscillations equation [34]. This equation solution
consists of two parts, one of which describes the forced string vibrations, and the second of
which describes free vibrations when g(x,t) = 0. The transverse vibrations of a string can be
described as the sum of n harmonic vibrations un.

u(x, t) =
∞

∑
n=1

un(x, t), (3)

where
un(x, t) = (Ancos πn

l at + Bnsin πn
l at)sin πn

l x
= αncos πn

l a(t + δn)sin πn
l x

(4)
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with
αn =

√
(An)

2 + (Bn)
2 , (5)

πn
l aδn = − tan−1 Bn

An
—the phase of the harmonic oscillations with the number n. Each

string point x0 performs harmonic vibrations:

un(x0, t)= αncos
πn

l
a(t + δn)sin

πn
l

x0, (6)

at the frequency πn
l a (they are the same for all string points and are called their own frequen-

cies) with an amplitude that depends harmonically on the point position x0 : αnsin πn
l x0.

The circular frequency of the harmonic with the number n is related to the tension force T0,
length l, and density per unit conductor length ρ by the ratio,

ωn =
πn

l

√
T0

ρ
. (7)

So, if x0 = l
2 , then

un

(
l
2

, t
)
= αncos

πn
l

a(t + δn)sin
π(2k + 1)

2
, k = 0, 1, 2, 3 . . . (8)

This means that with the sensor suspended from the string (conductor) in the span

middle, only odd harmonics of vibrations with ωn = π(2k+1)
2

√
T0
ρ , k = 0, 1, 2, 3 . . . ; can

be measured.
The problem of the overtones spectral composition, depending on the location, strength,

duration in time, and length along the string length of the shock applied to the string, is
considered in the book [34]. The considered examples show that the interval width over
which the impact is made and impact time duration have a very significant effect on the
energy value of high overtones. In addition, it is noted that the presence of a multiplier
sin πn

l x0 with the impact location x0 indicates that if the center of the hammer impact falls
on the node of the number harmonic n, then the energy of this harmonic will be zero.

Thus, this consideration of the problem [34] allows us to refine the string vibrations
spectrum. It turns out that this spectrum depends on the coordinate c and the impact on
the string method.

1. In the case of a concentrated impact at point c having an impulse K, oscillations take
form of

un(x, t) =
2K

πaρ

∞

∑
n=1

1
n

sin
πn

l
xsin

πn
l

csinωn. (9)

The nth harmonic energy is equal to

En =
K2

M
sin2 πn

l
c. (10)

2. The string is excited by a hammer having a width of 2δ at the point c. However the
hammer is not perfectly rigid. The vibrations of the string are determined not by the initial
velocity, but by the force that changes with time. In this case, the equation is solved with
the right part

F(x, t) =

{F0cos x−c
δ

π
2 sin πt

τ , for |x−c|<δ, 0≤t≤τ,
0,

|x−c|>δ, t>τ.

}
(11)
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The solution of this equation for the moment of time t > τ is written as un(x, t):

16F0τδ

π3aρ

∞

∑
n=1

1
n

cos πnδ
l cos ωnτ

2[
1− (2δn)

l2

2][
1− (naτ)

l2

2]sin
πn

l
xsin

πn
l

csinωn

(
t−τ

2

)
. (12)

Let’s imagine that we are dealing with a high-voltage line conductor stretched “like
a string”, which is affected by the wind directed perpendicular to the line connecting the
conductor suspension points. The wind structure is a laminar or turbulent flow. Since high-
voltage power lines are located in areas with changing terrains, the building’s presence,
shrubs, and tall trees randomly distributed in relation to the overhead line, it is logical to
assume that the flow structure within the span is heterogeneous. Different stream sections
have different flow rates. Complex forced conductor vibrations are observed. In this case,
according to Formula (12), the conductor, which we represent as a string, performs forced
and free oscillations with a rich frequency spectrum. The frequency spectrum composition
depends on the size, strength, and duration of the wind flow components. The presence in
the expression denominator (12) of terms containing multipliers

[
1− (2δn)

l2

2][
1− (naτ)

l2

2]
,

indicates that with the growth of the harmonic number n, the contribution of high harmon-
ics can grow to a certain limit. In our opinion, this means that high-frequency harmonics
can play an important role in diagnosing the conductor condition. For example, when the
conductor is iced with a decrease in the ambient temperature, its stiffness will increase.
The flexible conductor will gradually turn into a rigid structure, similar to a physical
pendulum. In this case, some high-frequency harmonics will weaken and disappear from
the oscillation spectrum. This phenomenon of the high frequencies disappearance in the
conductor vibrations spectrum with temperature decreasing can be used as a conductor
icing indicator.

4. Description of an Experimental Setup for Control Conductor Oscillations

Conductor elongation depends on its temperature and determines the sag. Therefore
conductor sag is related to its temperature. Thus, a high correlation with the conductor
oscillations by its temperature would confirm the possibility of determining the conductor
sag according to its oscillations.

An experimental installation for conducting full-scale tests includes a conductor,
rigid fasteners at the conductor suspension points, accelerometer, and temperature sensor
mounted on the conductor, data from which are processed and recorded by specialized soft-
ware (Figure 1). In the experiment, the AS-70/11 conductor is used. The span length is 64
m, and the height difference between the suspension points is 0 m. Thus, the experimental
installation simulates the operation of a 64-m-long overhead line span.
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The ADXL311 analog accelerometer that measures the conductor’s frequency at
1000 Hz is installed at the conductor center. Frequencies above 50 Hz are filtered by
hardware. The conductor temperature is determined by the LM60B sensor, having a
temperature measurement error of no more than 1 ◦C. Data from the accelerometer and
temperature sensor are transmitted to the data collection and processing point (Figure 1),
which includes a personal computer with specialized software in the LabView development
environment and a multifunctional input-output device USB-6251.

Specialized software allows us to receive data from the accelerometer and the conduc-
tor temperature sensor, perform primary data filtering by averaging the sample data for a
given number of measurements, and setting a required range of signal amplitude from the
accelerometer. Signal averaging allows amplifying the signal/noise ratio.

The average data packet values are output to the final diagrams of the average values of
the temperature and conductor oscillations frequency for the entire time of the experiment
from 29 December 2020 to 13 January 2021. These data are used to detect the relation
between the temperature and the conductor oscillations frequency.

5. Experimental Research Results

In the course of experimental studies, data on the first 25 odd harmonics were ana-
lyzed. The experimental data accumulated over 16 days contain many random outliers.
Therefore, the data undergo primary filtering by dividing the complete set of measured
data into samples of a given duration and finding the arithmetic mean of each sample.
Then the resulting arithmetic mean values of the samples are output to the final data packet,
which undergoes further processing and analysis. The data sample size for the primary
filtering in the program was taken at 400,000 measurements for the first harmonic and
40,000 measurements for the odd harmonics from the third to the twenty-fifth. This is due
to the large period of the first harmonic compared to multiple harmonics. Thus, the data
are averaged for the first harmonic over 400 s, and for subsequent odd harmonics over 40 s.

The results of processing data samples after primary filtering are loaded into the final
diagrams of the average values of the temperature and frequency for the entire duration of
the experiment from 29 December 2020 to 13 January 2021. These data are used to detect
the relation between temperature and conductor oscillations frequency.

Further, the secondary data filtering on the conductor temperature and on the con-
ductor oscillations frequency is completed. Filtering the totals is completed by rejecting
outliers by removing 2.5% of the extreme data in the upper and 2.5% of the extreme data
in the lower ranges. The final filtering is completed by the moving average method with
a window width of 15 points. The graph of the conductor temperature variation before
and after secondary filtration, prepared for the first harmonic, is shown in Figure 2 and for
subsequent odd harmonics in Figure 3. The conductor oscillation frequencies data before
and after secondary filtering for the first harmonic are shown in Figure 4 and for the ninth
harmonic in Figure 5.

The diagrams of the conductor oscillation frequency dependence on its temperature for
harmonic 1 (Figure 6) and for harmonic 9 (Figure 7) are presented below. The diagrams show
a high correlation between the conductor oscillation frequency and conductor temperature.

Thus, in the studies, there is a relation between the conductor oscillation frequency and
its temperature for odd harmonics from the first to the twenty-fifth (Figure 8). The results
demonstrate a high or very high correlation between these parameters. The correlation
coefficient increases to the ninth harmonic and then starts to decrease.

After the final analysis, linear regressions were observed for the first, ninth, and twenty-
fifth harmonics (Figure 9). COD (coefficient of determination) has values of between 0.669
and 0.873, which confirms the high correlation between the conductor oscillation frequency
and conductor temperature.
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Thus, there is a close relation between the conductor oscillation frequency and con-
ductor temperature, and, therefore, between the conductor oscillation frequency and the
sag value. This confirms the possibility of using the previously developed method for
determining the sag by the conductor oscillations period on real overhead lines. In this
case, the best solution may be to work not with the fundamental harmonic of the conductor
oscillations, but to recalculate the fundamental harmonic frequency according to the data
of higher multiple harmonics. This will allow one to more accurately determine the sag of
the overhead line conductor.
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6. Conclusions

The results of experimental main harmonic frequency measurements, the conductor
temperature, and variations in the sag are presented. A comparative results analysis
showed the efficiency of the proposed method. The described method for determining the
sag is easy to use (it is enough to install an accelerometer on the conductor and process data
from it) and can be recommended for monitoring the condition of overhead power lines.
The correlation of variations in the conductor oscillations spectral harmonics amplitude
with temperature was studied. It is found that the correlation coefficient initially increases
with the growth of the harmonics number is maximal for the ninth harmonic R = −0.935,
and then slowly weakens, remaining between −0.818 and 0.935. This property of high-
frequency harmonic oscillations can be used in high-voltage lines’ conditional diagnostics.
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